Abstract. Acousto-electric charge conveyance induced by a surface acoustic wave is employed to dissociate photogenerated excitons. Over macroscopic distances, both electrons and holes are injected sequentially into a remotely positioned, isolated and high-quality quantum emitter, a self-assembled quantum post. This process is found to be highly efficient and to exhibit improved stability at high acoustic powers when compared to direct optical pumping at the position of the quantum post. These characteristics are attributed to the wide matrix quantum well in which charge conveyance occurs and to the larger number of carriers available for injection in the remote configuration, respectively. The emission of such pumped quantum posts is dominated by recombination of neutral excitons and fully directional when the propagation direction of the SAW and the position of the quantum post are reversed.
Ambipolar acousto-electric charge conveyance of dissociated electrons and holes in the plane of a quantum well (QW) based on piezoelectric surface acoustic waves (SAWs) [1] has been proposed to realize a precisely triggered single photon source operating at radio frequencies in the range from a few tens of megahertz up to several gigahertz. In this scheme, electrons and holes are transported in the type-II potential modulation induced by the SAW and sequentially injected into a quantum dot (QD) which emits a single photon per SAW cycle [2] . Until now, this remote injection scheme has been investigated using QD systems of moderate optical quality or weak confinement potential such as QDs induced in surface-near QWs by stressor islands on the sample surface [3, 4, 5] , interface fluctuation QDs in disordered quantum wires (QWRs) [6, 7] or Indium-rich segments in GaAs nanowires (NWs) [8] . Photon correlation spectroscopy performed on sharp emission lines of localized QD-like emission centers in acoustically pumped QWRs and NWs revealed signatures of multiple emission centers contributing to the detected signals. These limitations arise from the weak confinement potential of these disorder based approaches [9] . Thus, alternative routes based on established self-assembled quantum dot nanostructures are required for which clear photon antibunching has been routinely observed [10, 11] . Moreover, these QDs can be embedded in high quality factor optical nanocavities to fully exploit the high gigahertz repetition frequencies provided by SAWs using the Purcell enhancement of the spontaneous emission rate [12] . In conventional self-assembled QDs, the confined electronic states and the resulting emission energies of excitonic complexes can be efficiently manipulated by a SAW [13, 14] . For the implementation of the envisioned remote acousto-electric injection scheme, a high quality two-dimensional QW is crucially required to prevent carrier losses in the vertical direction. The typical two-dimensional wetting layer on which these islands nucleate indeed provides a QW-like confinement potential, however, due to its small thickness of < 1 nm, acousto-electric charge conveyance is inhibited by the resulting low carrier mobilities [15] . One alternative system are height controlled, self-assembled quantum posts (QPs) [16] , the height of which, in contrast to their QD counterparts, can be controlled from ∼ 3 nm up to > 50 nm while preserving high quality single photon emission [17, 18] . Here, we report the direct observation of SAW-mediated electron-hole injection into isolated, individual self-assembled QPs. Since these QPs are embedded in a wide lateral QW, the acousto-electric charge conveyance by the SAW is highly efficient and remote carrier injection is demonstrated over macroscopic distances only limited by the optically accessible area. After optical generation, electron-hole pairs are dissociated by the SAW and transported to the QP. The two carrier species arrive with a fixed time delay of ∆t = 2.6 ns. This unique approach guarantees an inherently sequential injection of electrons and holes, a property which is challenging to achieve e.g. using Coulomb blockade. This mechanism is found to be highly directional with improved stability even at highest SAW amplitudes in contrast to a configuration where carriers are generated at the position of the emitter. Our results represent a major step towards a precisely-triggered SAW-driven single photon source using high quality quantum emitters.
The sample studied was grown by solid-source molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on a semi-insulating (001)-GaAs substrate. A single layer of ∼ 23 nm high QPs was realized using eight repetitions of a growth cycle consisting of depositions of 1 monolayer of InAs and 7 monolayers of GaAs, each followed by 1 minute growth interruptions [16] . The sample was finalized by a 100 nm GaAs capping layer. During QP growth, the substrate rotation was interrupted giving rise to a coverage gradient and a variation of the QP surface density on the substrate [19] . In the region where island nucleation breaks down, ultra-low QP surface densities of < 0.005 QPs per µm 2 are realized. Such ultra-low surface densities allow for optical investigation of individual QPs under both direct optical excitation and under remote SAW-driven carrier injection since the average QP separation of 15 µm is comparable to or larger than typical SAW wavelengths. On these samples we fabricated interdigital transducer (IDT) electrodes for excitation of SAWs of wavelength λ SAW = 15 µm, corresponding to SAW frequencies f SAW = 193 MHz at low temperatures (T = 6 K). We studied these samples by conventional low-temperature micro-photoluminescence spectroscopy. For optical excitation we used a diode laser emitting 100 ps pulses (f laser = 80 MHz) with a photon energy of E laser = 1.875 eV focused by a 50× microscope objective to a ∼ 2 µm spot to photogenerate electron-hole pairs in the GaAs continuum. The emitted luminescence of the sample was collected over the full field of view of the objective and sent to a 0.5 m imaging monochromator equipped with a liquid nitrogen cooled two-dimensional CCD detector for spectral and spatial analysis. Due to the time-integrated detection and the unlocked excitation scheme (f SAW ∼ 2.4f laser ), the recorded data provides an averaged picture of the SAWcontrolled carrier injection and recombination. For all experiments we employed low optical pump powers for which screening of the SAW-induced potential by the photogenerated carriers can be neglected.
The acousto-electric charge injection scheme is depicted schematically in Fig. 1 . In the center of the field of view (gray-shaded area), a focused laser (red circle) generates electron-hole pairs. These are dissociated in the type-II modulation of the effective band edges of the QW by the SAW [1] as depicted schematically on the lefthand side of Fig. 1 . The SAW itself is electrically generated by applying an rf voltage to an IDT and transports electrons and holes along its propagation direction. A single QP acts as a deep confinement potential in the conduction and valence bands into which electrons and holes are sequentially injected [2, 5, 7 ]. An exciton is formed after each full cycle of the SAW which radiatively recombines by emission of a single photon. On the righthand side of Fig. 1 we present direct (spatial) images of the sample emission without and with a SAW applied. The excitation laser (P laser = 72 nW) was focused at the center of the two images at x = y = 0 as marked by a red circle. The detected intensity is encoded in false color with yellow (black) corresponding to low (high) signal levels. Here we used a 900 nm long pass to ensure detection only of emission originating from exciton recombination inside QPs. Clearly, with the SAW turned off, no signal -Remote acousto-electric carrier injection -Center: An IDT generates a SAW which propagates through the field of view of the objective lens (gray-shaded area) with the pump laser focused in its center and a single QP shifted along the SAW propagation direction. Left: Type-II band edge modulation induced by the SAW leads to a spatial separation of electrons and holes and after acousto-electric charge conveyance to sequential injection into the QP. Right: PL images of the QP emission without and with a SAW generated. The pump laser spot is located in the center. The QP emission isolated by a 900 nm longpass interference filter. A diffraction limited emission spot is observed with the SAW applied due to acousto-electric charge transport over a distance of 30 µm and subsequent injection into a single QP.
is detected over the entire area. When a SAW is excited at P rf = +18 dBm on the lefthand side as indicated schematically by the IDT (not to scale), we observe a bright, diffraction limited, point-like emission spot arising from emission of a single, isolated QP located at (x = 30 µm, y = 2 µm). This experiment directly confirms directional SAWmediated acousto-electric charge conveyance over a distance of two acoustic wavelengths and subsequent injection into an isolated zero-dimensional quantum emitter.
In the following, we investigate SAW-controlled carrier injection in detail. We distinguish between two different configurations, direct injection for which the excitation laser is focused at the position of the QPs and remote, time delayed and sequential injection for which the point of carrier generation and the QP are spatially separated. In Fig.  2 (a) and (b) we present emission spectra under weak optical pumping (P laser = 22 nW) of the same, single QP under direct and remote carrier injection, respectively, as indicated by the associated schematics. The distance under remote injection was d = −20 µm, corresponding to more than 1.3 acoustic wavelengths, ensuring carrier injection occurs only due to acousto-electric charge conveyance. The lower panels show the detected QP emission encoded in grayscale (white low, black high signal) as a function of the rf power applied to the IDT. For the directly excited QP [cf. Fig. 2 (a) ] we observe the characteristic intensity change-over or switching behavior of dominant emission from the negatively charged exciton (1X − = 2e + 1h) to charge neutral single excitons (1X 0 l,h = 1e + 1h) [15, 20] . For QPs, we mostly observe doublets with indices l and h denoting the lower and higher energy line. These arise from localized hole states at the two ends of the QP which is confirmed by the observation of avoided crossing in electric field tunable structures [21] and selective injection under SAW pumping [20] . The absolute energy spacing of this doublet depends on the actual morphology of the QPs and is comparably large for the example presented here. The switching occurs in the rf power range between 0 dBm and +5 dBm as illustrated by the extracted integrated and normalized intensities in the upper panel. The 1X
− emission (blue pentagons/lines) is largely suppressed at P rf = 0 dBm and is replaced by emission of the two 1X 0 emission lines (red squares/line and green triangles/line). The onset of acousto-electric charge conveyance is further confirmed by the quenching of the QW PL in the same power range which is plotted as a reference (black bullets/line) in the upper panel of Fig. 2 (a) and (b). For high rf power levels, P rf > +12 dBm, we observe a pronounced quenching due to increasingly more efficient acousto-electric transport of the photo-excited carriers away from the QP position. This is depicted schematically in the upper panel of Fig. 3  (a) , where at low acoustic powers carriers being photogenerated within the 2 µm laser spot can be captured into the QP as indicated by the black arrows. In contrast, at the highest acoustic power levels applied, a significant fraction photogenerated charges are transported out of the generation area by the SAW indicated by the red arrows. Under these conditions approximately half the photogenerated carriers created, predominantly from the hatched area in the lower panel Fig. 3 (a) , are transported away from the po- -Fractions of carriers available for injection into QP -(a) For direct excitation the number of carriers available for injection (black arrows) into the QP is reduced compared to no SAW applied due to acousto-electric charge conveyance (red arrows) of carriers generated in the hatched area. (b) For remote excitation electrons and holes generated in the entire area of the pump laser can be transported (red arrows) and can be injected (black arrows) into the QP leading to a reduced quenching of the emission at high acoustic powers.
sition of the QP and cannot be captured. This net decrease of the number of available carriers gives rise to the observed pronounced reduction of the observed total emission intensity.
For the case of remote acoustic carrier injection [cf. Fig. 2 (b) ] into a QP located 20 µm away from the position of the laser focus we observe no emission from the QP up to P rf = 0 dBm. As acoustic charge conveyance sets in and carriers are transported by the SAW to the QP, we detect emission arising from recombination of only 1X 0 l and 1X 0 h states which gradually increases up the P rf = +12 dBm. Since 1X − generation is efficiently suppressed under sequential electron-hole injection, the corresponding emission is absent in the data of the remotely pumped QP. At high acoustic power levels, we find two pronounced differences compared to the directly excited QP shown in Fig.  2 (a) : (i) The lower energetic branch of 1X 0 l becomes the dominant emission line under remote carrier excitation and (ii) the overall decrease of intensity is significantly reduced compared to the directly excited QP. The first observation can be readily understood by taking into account that holes are transported in a maximum of the type-II band edge modulation [cf. Fig. 1 ]. At this phase of a Rayleigh type SAW, the lateral electric field component is zero while the vertical component is maximum and oriented upwards along the growth direction. Thus, holes are conveyed preferentially on the surface-near side of the matrix QW and preferentially injected in the upper end of the QP [20] .
This effect is expected to become more pronounced at high SAW amplitudes and under strict sequential injection. Therefore, this vertical electric field effect is best resolved under remote injection even at the relatively small separation between the pump laser spot and the QP of 1.2 lambda SAW . The dissimilar quenching behavior cannot be explained by tunnel escape of electrons which is expected to be weak for typical SAW fields of < 10 kV/cm [22, 23] and should be the same under both pumping conditions. The weaker quenching behavior can be understood qualitatively by taking into account, that under remote injection the QP is located outside the generation area as shown in Fig.  3 (b) . Thus, net a larger number of photogenerated carriers is transported to the QP position and can be captured in its quantized energy levels in strong contrast to the case of direct excitation. In this simple picture, lateral spreading of carriers perpendicular to the SAW propagation direction is not taken into account. This process, which so far has not been included in numerical simulations of acousto-electric charge conveyance [24] , was found to be fast for electrons [25] and could be in parts responsible for the suppression of the 1X − emission [15] . However, since this effect decreases the electron density at the position of the QP, we can exclude it as a dominant mechanism for the geometry studied. To fully understand the underlying microscopic processes, detailed studies of the remote carrier injection with time-resolved detection schemes would be required. Such experiments performed as a function of the pump laser-QP separation and the applied rf power could then be compared to numerical simulations in a two-dimensional extension of the semi-classical transport model introduced by García-Cristóbal et al. [24] . Finally, we address the directionality of the remote acousto-electric charge con-veyance. In order to obtain spatial and spectral information, we do not integrate over the entire CCD array but read out the spatial information encoded in the rows of the array while the spectral information is contained in the columns of the array. We mounted the sample such that the SAW propagation direction (P rf = +10 dBm) was aligned with the CCD columns. In Fig. 4 (a) , we show a false color PL image recorded from the same QP studied previously under direct optical excitation (P laser = 22 nW) and without a SAW applied. Clearly, emission is only found in the center row of the array marking the reference position of the laser focus. In a first step, we keep the optical pumping power constant and moved the QP downwards. With a SAW propagating from top to bottom [ Fig. 4 (b) ], acoustic charge conveyance transports the photogenerated electrons and holes towards the remotely positioned QP. Due to remote sequential carrier injection we detect the QP emission d = −20 µm below the point of optical charge generation in the corresponding PL image. All data shown in Fig. 2 (b) was recorded in this configuration. Moreover, the switching from 1X
− to 1X 0 l and 1X 0 h discussed in the previous section is clearly resolved in the energy-domain. In a second step, moving the QP upwards and exciting the SAW propagating from bottom to top using the same acoustic power, the spatial configuration is reversed [cf. schematic with Fig. 4 (c) ]. In the experimental data shown in Fig. 4 (c) , we observe the same emission pattern, characteristic for sequential electron/hole injection, but translated in space to d = +15 µm. Close examination of the relative intensities reveal a slight modification of the relative intensities of 1X 0 l and 1X 0 h which could arise from the smaller separation of ∼ 1λ SAW between the QP and the pump laser spot in this configuration [8] . This confirms acousto-electric charge conveyance from the center of the image upwards to the position of the QP. Thus, our SAW-based injection scheme allows for selective addressing of individual QPs using different SAW propagation directions. In addition, multiple QPs with distinct and characteristic emission energies can be pumped by a single SAW beam when located along the same propagation direction. To further exploit the directionality of this mechanism, NW-based approaches [8] could be extended to single crystal phase structures [26] with embedded axial QDs [27, 28] .
In conclusion, we demonstrated directional, remote carrier injection into isolated self-assembled QPs employing acousto-electric charge conveyance induced by a SAW. Our findings demonstrate that QP with their surrounding wide matrix QW are an ideal system for the realization of a precisely triggered SAW-controlled single photon source [2] . In order to fully exploit the potential of this unique approach, further steps have to be taken, namely the combination with high quality optical nanocavities to achieve Purcell-enhancement of the radiative emission rate and improved photon extraction. The latter is currently the limiting factor in order to directly observe acoustically pumped single photon emission which has been clearly observed before for direct injection [17] . QPs have been readily coupled to DBR-microcavity lasers [29] which are fully compatible with SAW techniques [30] and also more advanced approaches based on oxide aperture [12] or photonic crystal based structures [31] are now within reach. For all-electrical operation of this type of single photon source lateral p-i-njunctions [32] will be used to inject electrons and holes from opposite sides into the propagation path of the SAW. An even more tantalizing direction is the extension to high-fidelity entangled photon pair generation using the biexciton-exciton cascade. Since charged exciton formation is largely suppressed under direct [15] and remote sequential electron-hole injection, our SAW-based approach could circumvent challenges arising in the originally envisioned Coulomb-blockade controlled carrier injection [33] scheme. For this approach self-assembled GaAs/AlGaAs QDs grown inside etched nanoholes [34, 35] might be superior. For such QDs, the thickness of the wetting layer can be arbitrarily increased for optimal acousto-electric charge transport, no emission doublets due to hole localization are observed. Moreover, the emission wavelengths of such QDs are blue-shifted to regions of higher sensitivity of Si-based detectors.
